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Abstract. Social media, a new platform for online interaction, has dramatically
changed the way people communicate, interaction and think, while facilitating an
explosion of user-generated information. Large number of user-generated social
media texts have become one of the most representative data sources of big data in
recent years, and mining and analyzing these user-generated information has far-
reaching implications for social development. Social media text sentiment analy-
sis, as an information processing technique for analyzing, processing, generaliz-
ing and reasoning about subjective texts with emotional overtones, has received
widespread attention from academia and industry in recent years, and has been
widely applied in many fields of the Internet. Traditional research work on text
sentiment analysis focuses on analyzing sentiment from text, but ignores the indi-
vidual differences in users’ expression of sentiment, thus affecting the quality of
the analysis results.
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1 Introduction

Many current sentiment analysis methods utilize sentiment vocabulary as prior knowl-
edge to varying degrees, whether it is a seed word or a sentiment lexicon. Since there is
no need to use large number of manually labeled samples, lexicon-based sentiment anal-
ysis methods can be easily and conveniently applied to problems in different domains
[1]. Therefore, the quality of the sentiment dictionary directly affects finally result of
sentiment analysis. Manual methods for building lexicons are of high quality, but are
time-consuming and dependent on the expertise background of the builder. Therefore,
mainstream research tends to adopt automatic approaches to construct sentiment dictio-
naries, including semantic lexicon based on approaches and corpus based on approaches.
However, due to the limited size of semantic dictionaries, this greatly limits the capacity
of constructed dictionaries and leads to low coverage of dictionaries and difficulty in
scaling their use [2].
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2 Social Media Platform and Sentiment Analysis

2.1 Social Media Platform

With the rise and development of various social media platforms, more and more people
tend to express their subjective emotional views and opinions on the Internet about
a news event or topic, such as love, agree, dislike, sad, etc. Research on how to use
effective technology to analyze this user-generated content and empower computers
with sentiment analysis has attracted a lot of attention from both academic and business
communities in recent years. TheDictionary of Psychology gives a definition of emotion:
“Emotion is the experience of a person’s attitude toward whether something objective
satisfies his or her needs.“ The first person to venture into the idea that computers could
have artificial emotions or even artificial mental processing was Minsky of MIT, who
pointed out in his monograph “The Society of the Mind” in 1985 that the question was
not whether intelligent machines could have any emotions, but how they could achieve
intelligence without emotions. In response to the explosive growth of user-generated
content on the Internet, sentiment analysis is an information processing technology that
has emerged in recent years. It is the process of analyzing, processing, summarizing
and reasoning about subjective text with emotional overtones, and has a wide range of
applications in production and life [3].

2.2 Emotional Analysis

One of the most basic tasks of sentiment analysis is to classify the emotional disposition
of a subjective text, i.e., positive or negative sentiment. However, as the research of
sentiment analysis continues to deepen, this rough binary polarity classification method
can no longer meet the needs of reality, because people often express one or more subtle
feelings or emotions, such as “surprise”, “disgust”, “sadness” and so on. Currently, more
and more work considering sentiment analysis and viewing it as a natural, fine-grained
evolution of binary emotions. To more clearly illustrate types of emotions and their
corresponding voting percentages, the emotional voting statistics are presented in Table
1. As shown in Table 1, the Rappler News website considers eight emotions: fear, anger,
disgust, sadness, disinterest, delight, amusement, and inspiration. The last four contain
negative emotional tendencies, while the last two have positive emotions and "don’t
care" is more of a neutral emotion. This division takes in account both subjective and
objective considerations as well as fine-grained emotional divisions, providing a more
nuanced perspective on the views of news readers [4].

In this paper, we regard news readers’ sentiment voting statistics as the
natural sentiment label of the news item, so it can be represented as an 8-
dimensional sentiment vector in the order of appearance in Table 1 F =<

Table 1. Voting results for the news “10 people killed on US campus”

Afraid Amused Angry Annoyed Don’t care Happy Inspiration Sad

Vote 12% 0% 30% 1% 1% 2% 1% 53%
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0.12, 0.00, 0.30, 0.01, 0.01, 0.02, 0.00, 0.53 >, where the weight value of each dimen-
sion of the vector represents the proportion of votes containing the corresponding sen-
timent category, while the sum of all sentiment values is 1, so it can also be seen as a
distribution of sentiments.

The expression of emotion is usually closely related to the context or domain inwhich
it is used. For example, the Chinese translation of the word “predictable” means “pre-
dictable”, which is a “happy” emotionwhen describing the trend of the stockmarket, and
a “disappointed” or “angry” emotion when describing a new movie. When it describes
the stock market, it means “happy”, while when it describes a new movie, it means “dis-
appointed” or “angry”. Therefore, considering the influence of potential topics offers
theoretical possibilities for constructing a more accurate emotion lexicon. In this paper,
a novel joint non-negative matrix decomposition model is proposed (Joint Nonnegative
Matrix Factorization, JNMF), Finally, the sentiment lexicon can be generated from the
word-one topic non-negative matrix and the sentiment-one topic non-negative matrix
by a combined semantic approach. In general, the contributions of the methodological
study of emotion lexicon construction in this chapter are shown below:

(1) Joint non-negative matrix decomposition method is proposed to construct a fine-
grained sentiment or emotion lexicon;

(2) Uilding a large-scale, well-formed corpus based on crowdsourced emotionally
annotated news corpus;

(3) Ahigh-quality, high-coverage sentiment lexiconwas generated, and the effectiveness
of the method and the usability of the lexicon were demonstrated by the sentiment
subtask of the news headline review data.

3 Related Jobs

Semantic lexicon-based approaches to building sentiment lexicons are often limited
by the size of the lexicon, which presents a disadvantage for practical use, so this
chapter focuses on corpus-based lexicon studies. Current corpus-based sentiment lex-
icon research methods rely more and less on the selection of seed words. Xu et al.
proposed a lexicon construction algorithm based on a graph model in which seed words
are first manually selected for six emotions, and the emotion values of candidate words
are calculated by the propagation of the emotions of the seed words on the graph. As
mentioned earlier, the method relies heavily on the quality of the seed word selection
and thus poses difficulties for practical use. Song et al. and Feng et al. further extended
the method by introducing emoticons as seed words. Microblog texts often contain
emoticons related to users’ sentiments or emotions, and by manually selecting some
emoticons with obvious sentiments to replace or supplement the seed words, the quality
of the lexicon can be improved while avoiding the influence of too many human factors.
In contrast to the above research method. Proposed a method to construct an emotion
lexicon based on combinatorial semantics by constructing aword-documentmatrix and a
document-emotionmatrix from the news corpus, and generating a word-emotionmatrix,
i.e., an emotion lexicon, by combining the products of the two matrices. However, this
method has a problem in that it ignores the fact that words have diverse and variable
emotions under different topics or domains, and that it is difficult to accurately identify
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the emotions of words while ignoring the topic. Some current research work attempts to
model topic and sentiment simultaneously, leading to joint topic- and sentiment-based
analysis. However, there is no current work that introduces topic factors into the lexicon
construction process [5].

4 Emotional Lexicon Construction Framework

As shown in Fig. 1, this chapter proposes a general framework diagram of the sentiment
dictionary construction method, which contains three main components: news crawling
and corpus construction, news data pre-processing and sentiment dictionary generation,
which are described in detail below.

(1) News crawling and corpus construction.

First, a crawler is used to automatically crawl the news corpus from news websites,
where each news item contains sentiment information crowdsourced and labeled by
readers. Take the English news corpus data from theRappler newswebsite as an example,
and extract useful information from the news pages, including: news headlines, body
content and sentiment voting information [6].

(2) Pre-processing of news data.

Secondly, the news text and headlines are divided into words, lexical reduction and
lexical annotation, respectively, an off-the-shelf natural language analysis toolset. In
order to filter out emotionally irrelevant words and at the same time ensure that the
words in the emotion dictionary have more obvious emotions, the candidate words are
filtered using the existing emotion dictionary Corpus, and the processed data are saved
in the desired format for dictionary generation [7].

(3) Emotional lexicon generation.

This chapter proposes a two-stage approach to building sentiment lexicon, firstly,
non-negative decomposition of word-one document matrix and document-one senti-
ment matrix by SSNMF or JNMF to obtain topic-related non-negative sub-matrices,
and then synthesize the topic-related non-negative sub-matrices into sentiment lexicon
by combining semantic model CS [8].

4.1 Experimental Evaluation

This section constructs fine-grained sentiment (or emotion) dictionaries for crowd-
sourced annotated sentiment English web news data from Rappler, and evaluates the
quality of the dictionaries comprehensively with a sentiment classification task. Mean-
while, the method in this chapter is scalable and can also be directly applied to news
annotation data in Chinese (e.g., Sina Social News) to generate a Chinese sentiment
dictionary.
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Fig. 1. Framework diagram of the joint non-negative matrix decomposition method

4.2 Experimental Design

Experimental data: To construct the sentiment dictionary, 31, 107 English news articles
published before 2015–11-06 were first automatically collected from the Rappler news
website using a customcrawler programas a corpus for building the sentiment dictionary.
In this paper, the natural processing tool is used to perform preprocessing operations such
as word division, lexical annotation (including adjectives, nouns, verbs and adverbs),
word form reduction and case conversion. The lexicon represents each word in the form
lemma#POS, where lemma represents the word after morphological reduction and POS
is the lexical property. This form of words is also used by WordNet, due to the fact
different word forms, may lead to different semantic and emotional expressions. The
results of the statistical analysis of the dataset are presented in Table 2, which gives the
statistical results of the average number of votes for all news documents in the corpus
under each sentiment category. The Rappler news corpus data used in this paper and
the sentiment dictionary built on it are available online and can be freely downloaded,
studied and researched [9].

As shown in Table 2, the proportion of user votes corresponding to the “happy”
emotion is significantly higher than the proportion of user votes for other emotion cat-
egories, which indicates that news readers are more inclined to express the “happy”
emotion, which is consistent with the real observation. The experiments in this chapter

Table 2. Statistics of sentiment distribution on the Rappler dataset.

Afraid Amused Angry Annoyed Don’t
care

Happy Inspiration Sad

Average
vote

7.8% 10.6% 10.9% 5.9% 5.9% 34.1% 10.3% 14.5%
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used only the body text of the news and the sentiment labels to construct the sentiment
lexicon, while the headlines of the news were used as the validation set and test set for
the lexicon quality evaluation [10].

Experimental environment: The crawler program used for news data collection in
this chapter is based on the Java programming language and mainly uses the Jsoup tool
to extract the headline, body and sentiment tag information from news pages, while
the dictionary construction method in this chapter is based on the Matlab programming
language and runs on a high-performance Linux cluster.

4.3 Experimental Results and Evaluation

The emotion dictionary evaluation experiment in this chapter contains three parts: (1).
Evaluation by means of an emotion classification task on news headlines; (2). Com-
parison of the emotion dictionary constructed in this chapter with the best existing
emotion dictionaries of similar capacity; (3). Finally, visualization of the advantages of
the emotion dictionary constructed in this chapter by listing some emotion words in the
dictionary.

5 Conclusion

This chapter proposes a novel joint non-negative matrix decomposition method to con-
struct a fine-grained sentiment or mood lexicon, which is used in a sentiment analysis
task. The method generates topic-related non-negative sub-matrices for crowdsourcing
labeled sentiment news corpus to generate sentiment lexicon by combining semantics.
Finally, by conducting sufficient experiments on the standard evaluation dataset and the
large-scale Rappler news headline test dataset constructed in this chapter, the results
show that the sentiment dictionary construction method proposed in this chapter can
achieve better classification performance on sentiment analysis tasks. At the same time,
a comparison with the best extant emotion lexicon shows that the emotion lexicon con-
structed in this chapter helps to achieve better results in emotion analysis. Future work
will consider deep learning methods to construct word vectors containing emotions and
use them in fine-grained sentiment or mood analysis tasks.
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